CUP POSITIONING

One of the most important aspects of cup cutting is where it's cut. The position of the cup is probably the single, most important factor in determining the difficulty of a golf course. If this seems hard to believe, stop and consider that par on a golf hole is based on the premise that two shots will be required on every green. Thus, on a nine-hole course with a par of 36, the difficulty of half the shots is directly affected by pin placement. Add to that the nine approach shots required and the total goes to 27 strokes. You could even count the drives on the five par four holes because their final position has such a great effect on the approach shot. That's a total of 32 of 36 shots that are directly and indirectly related to pin position.

If you are preparing your course for a professional tournament, the pin placements will be severe. However, there is no reason to punish the duffer with uncommonly difficult pin positions. Consider the following general, day-to-day guidelines:

. Every cup position should allow the golfer to make putts in a rather aggressive manner. This especially applies when the golfer is above the hole - he shouldn't have to putt defensively.

. Always remember that the difficulty of a pin placement is determined by how the green putts and how it takes approach shots. This takes such things as contour, holding quality, prevailing wind conditions and length of the hole into account.

. The general difficulty of the pin position can be governed by the length of the approach shot. Naturally, long shots require easier placements than short shots.
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Nutrient deficiencies, weeds, diseases, thin turf, insects.

For the superintendent who has everything... or anything... or who just wants to make a good thing better... ProTurf offers research tested, golf course proven professional turf products. Just give me a call.

Mike Redmond
Technical Representative
8564 Kentucky Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, Minn. 55445
Telephone: 612/425-1028
Use all the "puttable" surfaces available on a putting green. Don't continually keep the pin in just two or three positions. Also, "balance" should be maintained throughout the course - all pins should not be placed in similar relative positions.

The area around the cup should be of relatively uniform grade - not necessarily level, but uniform - and in good condition to provide a fair location for holing out.

Cups should usually be placed at least five paces from the edge of the green. If the normal approach is across a hazard or if the green slopes toward a hazard, the distance should be greater.

These suggestions are consistent with U.S.G.A. policy on pin placement. For further details, see U.S.G.A. Decision 72-23.
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GCSAA PLANS 1981 SHOW

"MEETING GOLF'S CHALLENGES EFFICIENTLY" IS G.C.S.A.A.'S 52ND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE AND SHOW THEME.

Plans are well underway for 1981 Conference and Show which will be held in Anaheim, California, January 24 - February 30. This week of activities begins with educational seminars on Saturday and Sunday followed by the Opening Session on Monday and general sessions throughout the week.

The ribbon cutting ceremony kicks off the opening of the Exposition Show on Tuesday. The U.S.G.A. will co-host our educational session on Thursday.

Robertson
Harley-Davidson Golf Cars

4600 Akron Avenue
Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota 55075
Phone: (612) 455-8500

SUMMER SALE....

THE FAMOUS HARLEY DAVIDSON GOLF CAR IS SELLING FASTER THAN EVER, AND OFFERING MORE & MORE BENEFITS.

SEND YOUR GOLFING FRIENDS TO ROBERTSON'S NOW - WHILE OUR SUPPLY OF NEW AND RECONDITIONED GOLF CARS LASTS.

PLUS!!
WELL STOCKED PARTS DEPARTMENT
ONE DAY U.P.S. SERVICE

THE LEADER IN GAS GOLF CARS